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a baby. Naturally, marriage is off the table. He's not the marrying type. Women
are great--as long as they're trying to get into his bed and not his heart. But
after years of living only for himself, he's ready to be a father. All he needs is
a woman to agree to his terms.
Jack Draws Anything Jack Henderson 2011-10-06 After a family friend bought one of
his drawings for 20p, six-year-old Jack came up with the idea to 'draw anything'
in return for donations to the hospital that treats his two-year-old brother. His
parents set up a website and thought they might make £100. After two weeks, Jack
had over 500 picture requests and had raised over £10,000 for the Sick Kids
Friends Foundation. Parents Ed and Rose with Jack, Toby and Noah appeared on the
Fern Britton Show and Jack's project was featured on Russell Howard's Good News
four times. Coverage by STV news, BBC news, and CBBC Newsround have all helped
spread the word about this creative and generous little boy. Jack is slowly but
steadily drawing the requested pictures which range from a 'dinosaur diving into a
pool of jelly' (#1) to 'my (extremely bald) friend Brian dancing like a crazy man'
(#80). He doesn't draw every day, only when he wants to, and his parents estimate
that he'll finish at the end of August. For the latest drawings, or to make a
donation yourself, visit jackdrawsanything.com.
King Leopold's Ghost Adam Hochschild 2019-05-14 With an introduction by awardwinning novelist Barbara Kingsolver In the late nineteenth century, when the great
powers in Europe were tearing Africa apart and seizing ownership of land for
themselves, King Leopold of Belgium took hold of the vast and mostly unexplored
territory surrounding the Congo River. In his devastatingly barbarous colonization
of this area, Leopold stole its rubber and ivory, pummelled its people and set up
a ruthless regime that would reduce the population by half. . While he did all
this, he carefully constructed an image of himself as a deeply feeling
humanitarian. Winner of the Duff Cooper Prize in 1999, King Leopold’s Ghost is the
true and haunting account of this man’s brutal regime and its lasting effect on a
ruined nation. It is also the inspiring and deeply moving account of a handful of
missionaries and other idealists who travelled to Africa and unwittingly found
themselves in the middle of a gruesome holocaust. Instead of turning away, these
brave few chose to stand up against Leopold. Adam Hochschild brings life to this
largely untold story and, crucially, casts blame on those responsible for this
atrocity.
Still Just Kidding Cassandra Calin 2018-07 The first printed collection of comics
by web comic sensation Cassandra Calin.
PJ Masks Wipe-Clean Activity Book Editors of Studio Fun International 2019-06-04
PJ Masks Wipe-Clean Activity Book is packed with fun activities that let you
write, wipe, and write again! Get ready to go into the night, to save the day with
the PJ Masks! This 40-page spiral-bound book has wipe-clean activity pages pages
and comes with a write-and-wipe marker so the heroic activities are never-ending!
An Awesome Book! Dallas Clayton 2012-04-17 “Exuberantly written and illustrated—a
surefire read-aloud hit.” —School Library Journal Based on the simple concept of
dreaming big, An Awesome Book! is the inspiring debut work of Los Angeles
writer/artist sensation Dallas Clayton. Written in the vein of classic imaginative
tales, this is a book for everyone, young and old. This brightly illustrated book
works well as a gift for showers, graduations, and other life moments that involve
dreaming big. Close your eyes my child, and dream that perfect dream inside your
head.
Male Roles, Masculinities and Violence Ingeborg Breines 2000 This book is based on
an expert group meeting entitled 'Male Roles and Masculinities in the Perspective
of a Culture of Peace', which was organised by UNESCO in Oslo, Norway in 1997, the
first international discussion of the connections between men and masculinity and
peace and war. The group consisted of researchers, activists, policy makers and
administrators and the aim of the meeting was to formulate practical suggestions
for change. Chapters in the book consist of both regional case studies and social
science research on the connections of traditional masculinity and patriarchy to
violence and peace building. The Culture of Peace initiatives in this book show
how violence is ineffective, and the book contests the views in the socialisation
of boy-children that aggressiveness, violence and force are an acceptable means of
expression.
An Exposition of All the Books of the Old and New Testaments: ... 1808
The Wimpy Kid School Planner 2018-2019 Jeff Kinney 2017
Little Critter: Happy Valentine's Day, Little Critter! Mercer Mayer 2005-12-13
It's Valentine's Day, and Little Critter's class is celebrating! They're
decorating the classroom with hearts, eating cupcakes, and making Valentine's Day
mailboxes. Little Critter is making an extra special card for an extra special
valentine. Who will it be? Pull back the flaps and discover all the fun
Valentine's Day surprises.
Despicable Me: My Dad the Super Villain 2010-05-19 This exciting early reader,
based on the animated film, Despicable Me, from Universal Studios, follows
aspiring "world's greatest villain" Gru on his quest for universal
domination...until his plan hits an unexpected snag. Lively illustrations and
simple, engaging text provide a terrific learning experience in this story about
the power of family.
Minions the Rise of Gru Activity Tin with Coloring Book, Stickers, Markers, and
Poster Bendon Publishing 2021-02-15
The Art of Loish Lois van Baarle 2016-03-07 Discover the world of digital artist
Lois van Baarle, a.k.a. Loish, in this high-quality collection of her most
beautiful work.
Groggle's Monster Valentine Diana Murray 2017-01-17 Groggle has been up all night
making a Valentine’s Day card. This isn’t just any Valentine, though, and it has
to be perfect—it’s for Snarlina, his beast friend in the whole wide world.
Searching in the dark forest, he finds just the right heart-shaped leaves. He
collects some bog slime and squirts everything he wants to say in bold, gooey
letters. Groggle’s creation looks horribly good. But there’s just one
problem—gobble, crunch, crunch, slurp! He has a monster appetite! Groggle tries
again, this time writing poem after poem to make sure he has some extras just in
case. He picks skunk flowers, carefully ties on snake bows, and sprinkles shiny
beetle glitter. He decorates each card with care. But . . . gobble, crunch,
crunch, slurp! Groggle’s monster impulses foil his efforts and he’s run out of
time. Will Groggle ever be able to give his toothsome, stomping, monstrous friend
Snarlina a Valentine? Find out in this monster of a tale. Sky Pony Press, with our
Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of
books for young readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books for
middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers

Tapestry Crochet Carol Norton 1991-07-01 Inspired by the shoulder bags that are
part of the Mayan Indian man's traditional outfit, Norton presents tapestry
crochet, a form of sturdy crochet worked in two or three colors. The basics of
crocheting with either the right or left hand are described and accompanied by
clear drawings. To facilitate designing, Norton developed a graph paper that
represents crocheted stitches; the elements of the grid resemble rounded shingles
or overlapping bird feathers.
God Gave Us Sleep Lisa Tawn Bergren 2015 Little Cub the polar bear learns from his
parents at bedtime the importance of a good night's sleep.
Thrivers Michele Borba, Ed. D. 2022-03-08 The bestselling author of UnSelfie
offers 7 teachable traits that will safeguard our kids for the future. We think we
have to push our kids to do more, achieve more, BE more. But we’re modeling the
wrong traits—like rule-following and caution—and research shows it’s NOT working.
This kind of “Striver” mindset isn’t just making kids unhappier, says Dr. Michele
Borba…it’s actually the opposite of what it takes to thrive in the uncertain world
ahead. Thrivers are different: they flourish in our fast-paced, digital-driven,
often uncertain world. Why? Through her in-depth research, Dr. Borba discovered
that the difference comes down not to grades or test scores, but to seven
character traits that set Thrivers apart—confidence, empathy, self-control,
integrity, curiosity, perseverance, and optimism. The even better news: these
traits can be taught to children at any age…in fact, parents and educations must
do so. In Thrivers, Dr. Borba offers practical, actionable ways to develop these
traits in children from preschool through high school, showing how to teach kids
how to cope today so they can thrive tomorrow.
Everyday Preschool Allison McDonald 2021-08-06 Over 100 simple preschool
activities that use everyday materials. You don't need to invest a lot of money to
teach your child at home. Activities are short, with minimal prep so you can fit
some learning into your day The book is organized into nine categories of
learning; literacy, math, science, sensory, art, fine motor, gross motor, socialemotional, and bedtime reading tips. Activities have been created using various
state standards for PreK and have tips for making activities easier or harder to
fit your child. An Appendix filled with links to free printables, song lyrics,
nursery rhymes, my favorite playdough recipe, and more.
Rex Wrecks It! Ben Clanton 2017-03-28 Look out! Here comes Rex! Children who love
to construct and those who love to destroy will relate to this kid-pleasing tale
that builds to a smashing finale. Gizmo, Sprinkles, and Wild are fed up. Every
time they build something with their blocks, Rex wrecks it! Whether it's an outof-this-world rocket, a magical heart, or the biggest, strongest, most
awesomerific castle ever, Rex sends it crashing down with a ""Rawr!" "(and
sometimes a sheepish""Rawry!"?"). Isn't there "any "way to make playtime fun for
"everyone"? With Rex-size humor, Ben Clanton explores the challenges of
friendship, the benefits of working together, and the joys of destruction.
Breakfast with Sharks Michael Lent 2007-12-18 What They Didn’t Teach You in Your
Screenwriting Course Screenwriters, listen up! Breakfast with Sharks is not a book
about the craft of screenwriting. This is a book about the business of managing
your screenwriting career, from advice on choosing an agent to tips on juggling
three deal-making breakfasts a day. Prescriptive and useful, Breakfast with Sharks
is a real guide to navigating the murky waters of the Hollywood system. Unlike
most of the screenwriting books available, here’s one that tells you what to do
after you’ve finished your surefire-hit screenplay. Written from the perspective
of Michael Lent, an in-the-trenches working screenwriter in Hollywood, this is a
real-world look into the script-to-screen business as it is practiced today.
Breakfast with Sharks is filled with useful advice on everything from the ins and
outs of moving to Los Angeles to understanding terms like “spec,” “option,” and
“assignment.” Here you’ll learn what to expect from agents and managers and who
does what in the studio hierarchy. And most important, Breakfast with Sharks will
help you nail your pitch so the studio exec can’t say no. Rounded out with a Q&A
section and resource lists of script competitions, film festivals, trade
associations, industry publications, and more, Breakfast with Sharks is chock-full
of “take this and use it right now” information for screenwriters at any stage of
their careers.
Chihuly Macchia Dale Chihuly 2010-09-15 Dale Chihuly is arguably the best known
glass artist in the world. Each title in the 'Chihuly Mini Book' series takes
readers on a visual tour of Chihuly's work, exploring what makes each of his
genres unique.
The Adventures of Sophie Mouse Collection Poppy Green 2018-10-23 The first four
Adventures of Sophie Mouse books are now available in one charming boxed set! Join
Sophie Mouse in Silverlake Forest as she makes a new friend, looks for special
emerald berries, learns to swim at Forget-Me-Not Lake, builds a fort at Butterfly
Brook with her forest friends, and more! With easy-to-read language and
illustrations on almost every page, the Adventures of Sophie Mouse chapter books
are perfect for beginning readers. This adorable collection includes: A New Friend
The Emerald Berries Forget-Me-Not Lake Looking for Winston
Red Ted Art Margarita Woodley 2013-03-28 Crafting has never been more popular and
Maggy Woodley, the creative force behind Red Ted, is passionate about making
things with her children, Max, four, and Pippa, two. Using recycled materials and
bits and bobs collected when out and about, here are over 60 utterly irresistible
things to make with your kids. From adorable peanut shell finger puppets to walnut
babies, loo roll marionettes and egg carton fairy lights, fabric mache bowls,
stick men and shell crabs, stone people, and many more, these are projects for all
the family to have fun with. And what's more, the end results are so cute and
desirable that they look great around the home, or make wonderfully unique and
personal gifts. With a funky, modern design and vibrant full colour photography
throughout, this is a must-have addition to every young family's bookshelf.
Do Cats Moo? Salina Yoon 2020-03-03 "Do cats moo? Do cats chow? All I know is cats
go--meow! Lift the flaps to find lots more popular animal sounds"--Back cover.
Baby Maker Paola Dangelico 2018-02-20 Sparks fly when a successful financial
manager and a legendary football player enter into a legal agreement to have a kid
together. They planned on everything--they just didn't plan on each other. A
standalone, slow burn novel. Stella Donovan's biological clock is a ticking time
bomb. The successful financial manager has spent her adult life building a career
and neglecting her personal life. Problem is, she doesn't believe in marriage. Not
after watching her mother be treated like garbage by her father. Nope, marriage is
not for her. All she wants is a baby. All she needs is a man to agree to her
terms. Dane Wylder, recently retired NFL tight end and future Hall of Famer, wants
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The Select Circulating Library 1839
Stampy's Lovely Book Joseph Garrett 2016-01-05 Hello, this is Stampy--Minecraft
superstar and host of the gaming channel Stampy! Introducing the one and only
official book about YouTube sensation Stampy--by Stampy himself! From the worlds
of Minecraft and Halo to Disney Infinity and Skylanders, Stampy's lovely world
grows more fun every day. That's why Stampy's Lovely Book is full of games,
activities, hilarious jokes, and exclusive info about Stampy's friends. There's a
Stampy cake bake (of course!), a comic strip, silly challenges to try with your
friends, and much more. If you're one of Stampy's 6.5 million fans, then you NEED
this book!
The Chartist Circular 1968
Despicable Me Minion Made: Mower Minions 2016-07-12 When the Minions see a
commercial for a new banana smoothie blender, they must have it! But how are they
going to buy it? They'll get a job, of course! Can Dave, Bob, Liam, Kevin, and
Stuart handle (and survive?!) a hard day's work? Join these hilarious (and
despicable!) Minions to find out in this wonderful storybook. © 2016 Universal
Studios Licensing LLC.
The Chartist Circular 1841
The Congressional Globe United States. Congress 1864
The Art of the Book of Life Jorge Gutierrez 2014-10-14 A tale packed with
adventure, The Book of Life celebrates the power of friendship and family, and the
courage to follow your dreams. To determine whether the heart of humankind is pure
and good, two godlike beings engage in an otherworldly wager during Mexico's
annual Day of the Dead celebration. They tether two friends, Manolo and Joaquin,
into vying for the heart of the beautiful and fiercely independent Maria, with
comical and sometimes dangerous consequences. This volume is an inspirational
behind-the-scenes look at the making of the animated feature film The Book of
Life, from visionary producer Guillermo del Toro (Pan's Labyrinth) and director
Jorge R. Gutierrez (El Tigre: The Adventures of Manny Rivera).
The Bob Ross Coloring Book Bob Ross 2017-09-12 The first and only coloring book
based on the art of the beloved and acclaimed painter and television personality.
This exclusive authorized collection of art, derived directly from Bob Ross’s own
paintings, offers his legions of fans a contemplative, relaxing, and inspiring way
to connect with the work and personality of the pop-culture icon. Featuring many
of Ross’s most famous quotes and catchphrases about happy little trees, friendly
squirrels, and more, the book also includes a gallery of his original artwork. But
as he would no doubt want, coloring fans of all ages are encouraged to make their
own decisions, embrace their mistakes, and make each painting their own. Bob Ross
is a cult figure around the world among varying age groups, especially Generation
X. And everyone agrees he is about more than just painting. His fans—few of whom
identify themselves as artists—agree that his quiet, nurturing disposition is a
form of therapy, making his work the absolutely perfect subject of an adult
coloring book. This coloring book presents more than seventy-five line drawings
created from Ross’s own artwork.
The Chartist circular, ed. by W. Thomson Universal suffrage central committee for
Scotland 1812

for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books that
teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much more. While
not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked
and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Tell Me Why Sandi Wallace 2021-05-02 'Suspenseful, exciting, atmospheric rural
crime; a riveting debut.' - Michaela Lobb, Sisters in Crime Australia What will
they risk for answers? Picturesque Daylesford has a darker side. Melbourne writer
Georgie Harvey heads to the mineral springs region in central Victoria to look for
a missing farmer, and soon links the woman's disappearance with the unsolved
mystery surrounding her husband. Meanwhile, maverick police officer and solo dad
John Franklin is working a case that's a step up from Daylesford's usual soft
crime: a stalker targeting single mothers. Georgie's investigation stirs up longburied secrets, and attracts enemies. When she reports the missing person to local
cops, sparks fly between her and Franklin. Has he dismissed the writer too
quickly? And what will the truth cost? This is the large print edition of Tell Me
Why, with a larger font / typeface for easier reading.
Drawing in Pen & Ink Claudia Nice 1997-03-15 Got a yearning to pick up a pen and
see what you can do? Go for it! But don't sketch alone—let popular artist and
teacher Claudia Nice be your guide. She'll make your first steps fun and
successful! In her trademark style—friendly and encouraging—Claudia will show you
how to do a sketch of a subject that actually ends up looking like the subject.
And she shares her secrets for turning simple lines and dots into all kinds of
lifelike textures, including leaves, glass, hair, fruit, water, clouds, wood
grain, grass, fur and feathers. Easy (and fun!) exercises get you started. Stepby-step projects teach techniques as you draw trees, flowers, barns, animals and
other subjects—even people! And demonstrations show you how to put all that you've
learned together to create a finished picture. So go ahead—grab that pen and have
fun! Just follow along with Claudia to get the hang of it, and before you know it
you'll be making your own, original pen-and-ink drawings!
Waldie's Select Circulating Library 1839
Sleepy Kittens Cinco Paul 2010-05-19 An adorable board book with finger puppets
based on a book featured in the animated movie, Despicable Me, coming from
Universal Studios in Summer 2010. With gentle, rhythmic verse, little ones will
love to snuggle up with these soft, cozy kitties at bedtime.
The Story of Princess Olivia Charles F. D. Egbert 2013-10-01 With her parents and
Prince Dropoffsky searching for her, Princess Olivia takes matters into her own
hands and engineers an escape plan after being kidnapped by Count von Dusseldorf
and his minion, Georgette.
Waldie's Select Circulating Library 1839
The Midnight Visitors Juliet David 2015-09-18 Miriam was glad to be warm and cosy
inside her cowshed. There were so many people in the town but it was nice and
peaceful in her shed. Little was she to know that she would be joined by Midnight
Visitors, and not just any old visitors... Snuggle up and enjoy the warm soft feel
the art and narrative bring to this delightful Christmas picture book with a
difference.
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